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introduction

There once was a time when a customer was happy simply because a service technician showed up and

installed or fixed whatever needed to be installed or fixed. Those days are over. As many products become

commoditized, service is what sets businesses apart. Meet a customer's expectations or even exceed

them, and they might thank you. Deliver a less-than-ideal product or service and they'll Yelp it, Tweet it,
Chat about it and basically inform everyone they encounter about their experience. 

Welcome to the world where you no longer get a second chance to make a first impression. In fact,

your first impression with one customer can quickly become the first impression of many thanks to social

media. Even just one service visit gone wrong can have disastrous effects. On the other hand, getting the

service formula just right can build a strong customer bond. 

If you're in the business of delivering service, your priorities likely center on productivity,
profitability and fill rates. And while these metrics are important, the primary goal of any
field service organization should be customer satisfaction. Because without satisfied
customers, your other goals won’t matter much. 

In this e-book we explore why amazing service can make all the difference and how you
can transform your service organization into a competitive powerhouse by raising the
bar for service delivery. 

01:ONce upON a TIme
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The customer comes first

Customers Demand (and Deserve)

the ROYAL TREATMENT

5

The success of your organization depends on customer insight – understanding what your customers think about your
business and what they're likely telling others. According to a recent Aberdeen Group survey, 50 percent of organizations
say customer opinion is their No.1 concern. 

social media
Customer wields an alarming 

+ =
amount of power.

Yes, the customer still is king



How to craft your plan to meet 
their ongoing needs now and in 

the future

• Build a trusted relationship with your
customer

• Talk strategically with your customers
to learn their long term business needs

• Is the customer growing? Downsizing?
Acquiring other companies? 

• Pay attention to the changing
dynamics of the industry

• Are there specific market or economic
impacts that will directly affect your
customers?

Avoid the “do they like us? Anxiety
by making your customers

stakeholders

• Solicit direct and candid feedback about
your product or service

• Deliver customer satisfaction survey’s
immediately following the service visit

• Follow the trends on what you are doing
well and what you need to improve upon

• Improve your customers experience and
gather and share positive interactions

• Enable resource leaders to manage up 
or manage out

It costs more to acquire a new
customer than to keep an existing

customer. The benefits of
constantly internalizing this with
customer-facing team members

leads to higher customer retention.

• It costs 6 to 7 times more to
acquire a new customer

• Customer-facing team members
feel more valued knowing they are
contributing to the performance of
the organization

• You can't afford not to focus on
your existing customers. The
financial health of your organization
is dependent on it.

• And it might help ensure they treat
your customers like royalty

The Key to the

Kingdom 01

The Partnership

Plan 02

The Unseen Value 

of Good Service 03
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Every day, your service
technicians are out in the

field interacting face to face
with customers and

representing your brand.

How can service
organizations make
the most of these

exchanges?

There are changes you can 

make in your organization to ensure 

your field technicians like their job 

(think mobile) and there are simple tools 

and strategies you can implement 

to keep customers satisfied, 

and generate meaningful 

revenue from the field.
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If a customer complains, do you just write it off and forget about it, or do you actually get to the root cause of their concern?  It’s important to
follow common sense tips to build a relationship that earns you future business. Merely satisfying your customers will not be enough to earn
word-of-mouth recommendations. You've got to exceed their expectations.
Repeatedly.

Good service comes in all sizes and packages. How service is delivered can
make or break a customer relationship. Field personnel, particularly those service
technicians who go into a customer’s place of business, are the face of your
company. It’s worth training your technicians how to handle difficult conversations
and situations to ensure they can respond in a manner that fits your organization’s
mission statement.

4 Tips to Improve Customer Service  
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1.
PROVIDE QUICK RELIEF:
If a customer needs you
immediately to fix an

emergency plumbing problem but you
can’t get someone there until next
week, you’ve just lost that customer’s
business. Evaluate the seriousness of
the issue that prompted the customer
to call you in the first place. If you
can’t prioritize service requests, you
may not get the technician scheduled
quickly enough. Using a tool that
allows you to see on a map where
your technicians are located and
finding the closest technician who
could handle an emergency situation
can earn you big customer
satisfaction points.

2.
SHOW UP ON TIME:
Showing up late or, worse,
not at all is usually an

insurmountable mistake. Calling the
customer as soon as you know you’re
going to be late is a must. Having
visibility into commitments or service
obligations, such as a committed on-
site arrival time, can be invaluable to a
dispatcher. There are scheduling tools
that can give visible warning indicators
when scheduled appointments are
within a targeted range or may be
missed. That way you can proactively
investigate and communicate.

3.
GET THE JOB DONE:
For the most part, as long as
you provide continuous

updates to customers, they will
appreciate that you’re trying to
provide good service and not
bandage an issue only to have to
return later to potentially fix it again.
That said, personal cell phone use 
or breaks while on-site are not 
well-received if you’re already 
taking longer than planned to 
resolve the issue.

4.
CLEAN UP AFTER
YOURSELF: Don’t add to
your customer’s problems by

leaving a mess behind. Be sure to
clean the equipment serviced and the
surrounding work area before leaving.
You'd expect the same.

Above all, remember to be professional. Everything from your marketing materials to your field 

service technician’s demeanor and follow-up service makes a difference in earning future business.

Here are four things you can do to improve your customer service: 
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When the iPhone first entered the market, it redefined our expectations for

what mobile devices could do. It opened our eyes to what was possible, completely

disrupting the way we communicated, but more importantly, how we worked. It's hard to imagine

returning to the way things used to be. 

A similar renaissance is taking place in the field service industry, thanks to mobile advancements.

Mobile technology is the most effective way to make your employees productive. The less time

employees spend searching for the right data or dealing with process, the more time they will spend

directly impacting your company’s bottom line. Think about it—a smartphone is always on, always

connected, and full of useful apps that are being constantly updated. That can mean instant access to

current customer detail for those in the field and those back in the office.

The Mobile Movement: 
Technology, Meet Productivity 
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Not surprisingly, many field service organizations are looking to bring those "always connected" benefits to their service technicians and

provide a better experience for their customers. Carrying a mobile device can maximize the customer experience for field service

organizations, too: they can carry the information they need with them, even in those high or hard to reach places; they have instant

access to map data for directions and the most efficient routes; and, perhaps best of all, they can send information from the field to the

main office and improve the accuracy and timeliness of a service call.

Mobile field service management also allows field service organizations to give

customers what they want — the ability to view their service call summary, for

instance, or build a work order on the spot with the technician. Organizations 

also want to be able to accept payments and process them from any place, 

at any time. These are major trends in the field services space, and organizations

need to get on board with a full mobility solution that includes a customer portal 

to succeed.

The implementation of mobile field service management strategies doesn’t have to

take you beyond your budget. In fact, gains in mobility will improve the customer

experience and likely increase your profits. You’ll provide higher quality and 

greater convenience and that's good for your customers and 

your bottom line.
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Words like "automation" and "investment" are not taken lightly
when organizations consider their field service operations. Adopting
new technology and making a significant financial commitment must be
factored in when optimizing an organization’s field service.

But, optimizing field service processes helps the business when it
comes to reducing the time between a service call and the final
payment. Automating helps to put staff hours to better use and to get
higher quality work done more quickly.

A successfully optimized field service operation can be seen
in many areas of the business:

Dispatching and scheduling: An organization that is optimized for field
service success and, to some degree, automated, has a very different
dispatching and scheduling process than its lagging competitors. 
A dispatcher is able to generate a recommendation of the best tech
available for the appointment (based on skill set and current location),
with very little manual coordination of schedules. The process of
scheduling the work, determining the appropriate tech for the
appointment and dispatching the tech to the location can occur within
a matter of minutes. This automation is especially helpful in an

emergency situation. The ideal technician can be quickly dispatched
and the schedules of other technicians can be adjusted to
accommodate.

Technician knowledge and information: With optimized field service
processes, techs benefit from having a wealth of information at their
fingertips. A tech has access to extensive service history for the
customer site and will be alerted to any upcoming maintenance needs.
This allows the tech to complete upcoming maintenance work while on
site, saving future trips and reducing costs. There is no need for
technicians to be bogged down by paperwork – all of this information
can be accessed via a mobile device.

Increased customer loyalty: Improved information flow, expedited
processes, faster service and real-time responses to the office allow
the techs to increase customer loyalty. With technicians electronically
recording their work while on site, the customer can sign off on the
work before the tech leaves the site, ensuring that the work was
performed as recorded. A completed call summary can also be
electronically sent to the customer on the same day of service, 
for record-keeping purposes.

Faster billing: Reducing the number of days to bill is a huge benefit 
of optimized processes. With streamlined processes, like technicians
entering work in the field, the work can go straight into approval and
billing the same day the service is performed. The bill can be sent to
the customer daily, if selected. Payments are less likely to be disputed
and more likely to be paid faster.

Optimizing field service processes results in more efficient service,
improved quality and improved use of staff time, ultimately making 
for a more competitive business and increased customer loyalty.

Increasing Efficiency in Field Service Operations 
Fr

om
 C

al
l to Cash:
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You've got a great team of technicians. You've invested in training and other skill building and you want to keep

them happy and doing the best they can. They've got the equipment they need to do the job...but what about the

equipment you're using for scheduling, routing, capturing and viewing customer data? Is that up to par? In this

section, we suggest some ways to think about rounding out the assets you're putting in your team's hands to

improve the way they do the job and ultimately, deliver amazing service.

DEliVEr

amazINg

sERvice{
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Steps to Choosing the Right Field Service Software

2.
Document your key processes: For every process, have your
employees walk through each step of what they do while creating
detailed documentation.

This is a sketch of how your organization works.

3.
Seek out vendors who know your industry as well as you do: Ask
each vendor to demonstrate how its software would handle your
business processes. Look for software that improves what your
organization already does, rather than force you to reinvent the wheel.

6
What makes field service organizations
start looking to upgrade their software?
One common reason is to speed up
invoicing and billing cycles. For other
organizations, moving from paper work
orders to mobile field service tools may
be critical.

Perhaps your organization is noticing that
competitors can do certain things faster,
and they’re starting to poach your
customers. Or, it might just be that the
owner walks by an office desk and, for
the first time, really sees it — dual
computers and monitors where someone
is moving information from one database
to another. Upgrading to a new system
can eliminate redundant data entry, and
often, the cost of the software can be
offset by reducing office personnel.

But now you face another issue: How do
you choose the right software for your
organization? Here are six steps for
identifying your business needs and the
solution that’s right for your company.

Inventory your key business processes: Go through your
organization, division by division, making a comprehensive list.

This is a sketch of what your organization does.
1.
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Many field service organizations 
dread the arduous task of choosing
new software, so they hire a
consultant to guide them through 
the process. The problem is, these
consultants usually know how to
connect and implement software, 
but often have little understanding 
of the industry, and don’t take the 
time to learn how your organization
truly works. As a middleman, such
consultants may also prevent the
software vendor from contacting 
the field service organization, 
blocking potentially important
communication about customer
needs and software capabilities.

With increasing customer demands
and expectations for faster, better
service, field service organizations
have plenty of reasons for
implementing technology.

And, with the right software,
organizations can improve
their business and operate
more efficiently.

4.
Ensure the vendor’s technology is current: An out-of-date operating system
might come with an attractive price, but it’s usually because the vendor
hasn’t invested in upgrading its servers. You might be well-advised to pass.

5.
Ask the vendor how it will contribute to your organization’s success: It’s
important to sit down and talk with a vendor about how it will help your
organization reach its goals. The software is the easy part, but the part
about making you successful is what matters most. How will the vendor
deliver the software and train your organization to use it?

6.
Set realistic budgets: Technology has become more affordable over time,
but the hourly rates for people — for trainers, yourself and your
employees — have gone up, not down. Training is critical to getting the
most from your software, so make sure you budget enough money to
help employees learn to use it properly.

15



Ways CRM Systems Improve 
Customer Satisfaction

There’s been a shift in the field service industry: Organizations are no longer
investing in finance-managing ERP systems. Instead, they’re investing in 
service delivering CRM systems.

Driving this shift are salespeople who want full visibility into the delivery of what they’re selling to their
client. Post-recession sales teams are finding it vital to prove value to their customer. If organizations are
going to spend money on service delivery, they want full customer satisfaction by salespeople who
deliver on their promises.

Customer delivery needs to be incorporated and integrated into a field service system. Financials are
important, but using a system that can be driven by the sales team is essential. Communication must be
tracked so the sales team has access to crucial customer insight. Field service organizations that adopt
proper CRM practices will adapt and thrive with the evolving role of this vital tool.

While a conventional ERP system is great at capturing all the numbers, there’s no detail of what’s going
on with the customer. A CRM system helps firms become better partners with their customers by
documenting every interaction. The numbers are secondary in CRM.

3

Innovative CRM systems capture interactions 
through automation.

Here are three benefits of a CRM system.
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Detailed activity log: Your sales team wants visibility into everything that happens
with their customer’s contract, from casual questions for a dispatcher to a summary of a
technician’s on-site notes. An activity log that captures these notes is built into CRM
systems. By checking the activity log, the salesperson can see a historical description of
every interaction with the customer. They no longer have to ask the tech what’s going on
with their client because technicians log their call details into the CRM system. It’s easy
to follow delivery details.

Prolonged life cycle: CRM systems also benefit the field service lifecycle. If a tech is
on-site making a repair and notices something additional that needs to be repaired, the
tech can note this in the customer’s file in the CRM system. That note is then automatically
sent to the salesperson. Capturing this additional work is a feature that’s built into mobile
field service applications. Since the tech is frequently on-site in a customer-facing position,

techs often know the most about customer needs.

Customer satisfaction: Customers whose accounts are managed in CRM systems
are happy customers. They don’t have to constantly repeat their needs and wants to their
contractor; they’re automatically tracked for them. When every interaction is noted, field
service firms appear prepared and well-equipped to help their customers. Issues are
resolved rapidly!

Typically, if a salesperson finds a new customer and wants to log that opportunity into the system, they have to know how and where to do this. It’s one of the
biggest drawbacks to CRM systems — there’s a lot of training involved. And the adoption period can take a long time.

Through a step-by-step workflow direction program, progress in the CRM system is monitored for users. The software self-guides users through the process,
marking steps as they’re completed and highlighting incomplete steps for the user to complete.

This smart workflow is a built-in user experience that’s easy to understand. Fully grasping the ins and outs of a CRM system won’t be limited to experienced,

tech-savvy employees. Anyone can be guided through the steps and learn to master the system.
17



Transient workforces are a way of life for many field service businesses. In the HVAC world, employees hired and trained 

by one firm are often lured away by another willing to pay more. In the oil and gas industry, workers sometimes work for six

months, quit for awhile, then come back, sometimes to the same company but often to a different one. We’ve talked to

several customers who’ve said they had almost 100 percent annual turnover on their field crews. That’s a huge
impact, especially if you’re talking hundreds and hundreds of people.

When technicians have been with a company for a long time, they understand how

their company operates, and know what’s expected and what they’re supposed to

do. New technicians, on the other hand, will many times do their work based on

what they know from their old job, not necessarily what they have learned (or not

learned) from their new company. 

Ways Technology Can Help You 
Manage A Transient Workforce3 

Equipping your workers with mobile technology 
can give both new and experienced technicians 

an important tool to make the work go more smoothly, 
both from their perspective and from the customer’s.

18



An easy-to-use mobile solution can:

Ultimately, your customer should never be able to tell whether the technician working on their equipment has been with your company for ten
years or ten days. If your field service technicians are using mobile devices to access the right information to help them successfully complete the
job, the customer will never know the difference.

Help skilled workers get 

up to speed quickly. New

employees with specific

technical skills already have 

the expertise they need to do their job, and

are typically ready to hit the ground running.

They don’t want to spend weeks in training,

and you’re eager to get them out into the

field. Handing them a mobile device with a

software solution that’s understandable and

simple to use will allow them to put their

skills to work immediately.

Show non-technical workers

where to go and what to do.

In the oil and gas industry,

sending technicians off on 

a service call isn’t as simple as giving them

an address and a map. A lot of times, the

location for the call isn’t at the corner of 

X and Y, it’s out in the middle of someone’s

cornfield. If you can pre-populate the call with

a geo-code for the location, the technician’s

device can give him directions to get him

there. Once the tech is there, the device can

give him step-by-step instructions about

exactly what he’s supposed to do. A bonus:

Because so much information and

instructions about the way your company

does things can be put on the device, time

spent in training can be much shorter.

Improve the customer experience.

Unless a technician visits the same

customer or location on a regular basis,

chances are that worker won’t have a

deep level of familiarity with the equipment or customer

on any particular call. New employees are in that

situation all the time. Armed with a mobile device,

however, before arriving at a call, technicians can pull

up information on their devices about that

appointment. Through the mobile application, the

technician will not only be able to access details about

the task to be done that day, but can also pull up the

customer’s history, any recommendations that were

made in the past, and whether or not work was done

based on those recommendations. There’s nothing

worse than having a guy come out and tell you that

something needs replacement, then having the next

guy come out and say that everything is fine. Was the

first guy no good, or the second? Bottom line, the

more knowledgeable the technician seems, the higher

the comfort level that the customer will have, both with

the technician and with your company.
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A New Frontier for Customer Service 

Imagine you’ve gone to a local credit union to open a new account and the customer service representative casually mentions that they don’t offer online
banking. Whether or not you use online self-service technology, you’d probably shake your head in disbelief and take your business elsewhere. In many
industries today, you simply can’t compete without offering an online customer portal.

Many field service organizations see launching a self-service portal as a good way to stand out from their competitors and provide better customer service.
Consumer portals and apps make it look easy, but the process can be quite complicated. 

Ultimately, organizations must strike a balance between
client expectations and the expense and difficulty of
creating an online customer self-service portal.
In consumer-oriented field service operations — such as maintaining residential dishwashers or HVAC
units — consumers like the option of self-service. They value being able to go online to see what you
offer and request service.

In a business-to-business context, however, field service companies still struggle to provide and
integrate self-service tools. Customers may say they want a self-service app or portal, and the
company may really like the idea, but it’s difficult to justify investing the resources necessary to
develop a customer portal. That’s especially true if there’s any doubt about how 
much use it will get.

Customer Portals:
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Here are four factors to weigh when considering a self-service 

1App development expense: Many field service companies are interested in offering apps, but don’t understand the
larger process. Unlike setting up a social media account, for example, apps are custom interfaces. That means they
have to be built for a specific company, certified for different mobile platforms (such as Android and iOS) and
specifically placed in app stores. The process requires time, money and professional expertise.

2Monitoring and maintenance commitment: Field service organizations can’t simply give customers access to their
existing internal system because the information they share internally is often different from what they want customers
to see. Companies need to decide specifically what data they want shown to customers and commit to policing the
information that’s made available. The best person to monitor and review this information (before it’s available to a
customer) is probably the salesperson responsible for that account because they will have to deal with any customer
service issues that arise.

3Competitive landscape: If competitors are offering a self-service customer portal, a field service organization may need
an app just to keep up. Here’s a clear indication that you’re falling behind on a customer service aspect that really
matters in your market: Customers ask for a self-service portal or app when you are quoting a project or presenting
contracts, and when you say no, you do not end up getting the contract.

4 Alternatives to a customer portal: Some field service companies offer self-help information online, such as
troubleshooting guides. These resources can be far less expensive than developing a custom app, while still having 
a positive impact on customer service. Customers may feel better about requesting a service when they know that
they’ve ruled out the most basic resolutions, such as restarting and resetting a piece of equipment. At that point, 
they know they need professional assistance, and feel better about paying for it.

Many field service companies see offering a self-service app or portal as a way to differentiate their business. Consumer apps and portals make it look
easy, but it’s important to consider the expense of developing, monitoring and maintaining an app or portal as well as the competitive landscape in
your market and alternative ways to provide excellent customer service. These factors can help field service organizations strike a balance between
their available resources and their customers’ expectations.

custom
er portal:
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As the field service industry grows, so do customer expectations, which means the demand for great
customer service is higher than ever. Merely showing up for a job is no longer acceptable. Customers
expect almost instantaneous repairs and, of course, high quality service. And meeting those expecta-
tions and delivering amazing service hinges on your field force.

CONclusION 

05:

At WennSoft, we're on a mission to help field service organizations outpace 
the competition and do their work better and more profitably — all while meeting
or exceeding those ever-rising customer expectations.
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Founded in 1995, WennSoft delivers innovative field service solutions that streamline operations
from sales to the field to accounting, arming customers with the insight they need to do their

work more proactively, productively and profitably.

Learn more at www.wennsoft.com
or visit info.wennsoft.com

Don’t go it alone. We’re here to help. Contact WennSoft today and we’ll help boost your customer sat-
isfaction which will result in higher customer retention. 

Phone: +1 888-936-6763
Email: contact@wennsoft.com


